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e What is this about

In this course we have consideredlandwill consider a bunch

of finitegroups symmetricgroups binary dihedralgroups
the binary tetrahedralgroupswith some more to follow
These

groups
have some shared significance they have to

do with reflection groups reet systems andsuch
This series offour lectures talks about these objects

1 Reflection groups

11 Definition andexamples

q
Let Vbe a finite dimensional vector space ever R equipped



w a scalarproduct So we can consider its orthogonalgroup
ah
Definition By a reflection in OU we mean theorthogonal

reflection about a hyperplane equivalently an element sea u

W riels idu d so that Kev s idu is that hyperplane

By a reflection group in O v we mean a finite subgroup

generated by reflections

Examples a The dihedralgroup oforder 2h i.e thegroup
of isometries of the regular ngen in a 2 dimensionalspace
V This is denotedby I n

2 Consider the space V R w the standardscalarproduct
The GS acting on R vie its permutation representation
is a reflectiongroup a transposition if acts as theorthogonalreflection about the hyperplane tisXj
Note that the line x x R is a subrepresentation a
R la allEstee is its orthogonal complement Notethat



Snes R and is also a reflection group there Note

that Ri is an irreducible as a representation of Sn it's
called the reflection representation The reflectiongroup Sn

acting on R is often saidto be of typeAn In isdimR

3 Our vector space is still V R and we considerthegroup
of signedpermutations transformations that send x xn to

th th tan for an arbitrary choice ofsigns Thisgroup is

isomorphicto Snk 72274 It is generated by reflections aboutthe

hyperplanes Xi Xj tie It's said to be oftype Baler
Ben the reason for thenotation will beexplained in the

nextpart

4 We can consider the subgroup of all elements in thegroupof

type B that only change even number ofsigns It's generated

by the reflections about the hyperplanes of the form Xi Xj
It is said to be of type Dn



92 Classification

A basic question is how to classify reflectiongroups
CON up to equivalence twopairs C.co v.l GcOlk

are equivalent if I a linear isometry q V V sit

Ge gGg One can reduce to the case when V is irreducible

ever G if V Vok thedirect sum of spaces w Euclidian
scalarproduct s t both VEV are Cstable then there

are reflection groups hi ONit is0,2 s t G G.ec meaning
that C consists of transformations diagg gieEndIV gieGi
If V is irreducible ever h then we say that G is an

irreducible reflection group
The crucial step in the classification is the notion of

a chamber By a reflection hyperplane for G we mean a

hyperplane H V st the reflection about H is in C A
chamber in V is the closure of a connected component
of V UH where theunion is taken over all reflection

hyperplanes Here are examples of chambers

A



Examples

I Type An the chambers are labelled by permutations
are look like xp tillYoppYopp Xan forGESn
An example is x Xu Xpxp An

I Type Bn the chambers are labelledby signed

permutationsand look like n xn stoopExcap EnXscape

An example is x tallxpxp Xie

Here are general facts about chambers

Fact 1 Gpermutes the chambers simply transitively
Fact2 Let C be a chamber Then every orbit of G
intersects C at a singlepoint

In the examples above theseproperties are immediate to
check

Exercise Describe the chambers for the reflectiongroups
of type In and check Facts 112

I



By a wall of e chamber C we mean a reflection

hyperplane H s t Lim CAH dimV P

Examples In Example I thewalls of the chamber
s xp Xu EX it xp Xu are XiXi for it n t

In Example II thewalls of the chamber G
x Xn x Xp Xpe are Xistit I P n t Xuse

Fact 3 If G is irreducible then each chamberhas

exactly Lim V walls

New from G we produce an anoriented multigraph

called the Coxeterdiagram Its vertices are wells
We connect two vertices H H w an edge if theangle
between H H is a É If theangle is w K 3 we

put k as decoration on the edge Wenote that the angle

gigs
always where k is the order of sushi with spsp



being the reflections about H H

Examples I q q n
n

where i corresponds to the wall XiXin
I q q g Tn on

where i corresponds to the wall teXi for ion k to Xue
for i n

Exercise The Coxeter diagram of typeDa is

Here's themain classification results

Thm 1 An irreducible reflectiongroup is uniquely determined

by its Coxeter diagram

2 The following Coxeterdiagrams can appear fromirreduciblereflection groups the index is alwaysthe dimension ofV
An n M Bn n 21 D n 8 see above

A



Thediagrams EgEgEg
o

op
É o o o É

p

Thediagram Fr l

The diagrams th th
I a

5
o o

Thediagram In fer n 5 corresponding to the dihedral

groups n 3 is Az n 4 is Be and no case is known as G

2 Regularpolytopes

The regularpolytopes is one source ofhowreflectiongroups
arise another source reef systems will be considered in thenext

lecture

We consider convexpolytopes in a Euclidian space V i.e the

convex hull of a finite subset ofV For a convexpolytope
we can consider its k dimensional faces that are assumedto
be closed as well as complete flags of faces sequences

q
F c fo CFn where fi is a face of dim i



Example For a triangle we have six completeflags that look

like

wereallyneedto take theclosure ofFa butthis

is hard to depict

Definition Apolytope P is called regular if forany two

complete flags offaces there's an isometry of P mapping one flag
to the other

We can consider thegroup Ise pl ofP its elementsare
the isometries of V fixing P Now suppose that the centerof
P is lev so that the isometrygroup Iso P com

Thm Iso P is a reflectiongroup

Examples 1 him 2 The isometry group of a regular ngen is

Iz n
2 Lim3 There are five regular 3Dpolytopes thetetra

I



hedren cube octahedron icosahedron dodecahedron Thecube

octahedron share the same isometry group they are dual toeach

other to get theregular octahedron fromthe cube takethe

convex hull of the centers of dimension dimV l f 2 faces the

sameprocedure produces the cube out of the regularoctahedron

The same applies to isosahedron us dodecahedron

The reflection groups that appear are A forthetetrahedron

B for the cube octahedron H for the icosahedron dodecahedron

Sketch ofproof of Thm

If F F are complete flags offaces then 3 te

Iso P w Alf F Now suppose that F F c f c Fe

F F cFic Fe satisfy Fj'sFj for j ti w some it We

claim that A mapping F to F is a reflection the corresponding

reflection hyperplane is spanned as a subspace by the centersof
thefaces Fj j i One can then show that we can get any
flag offaces from F by changing oneface at a time 5

I



The classification of regularpolytopes in dim 3 is as

fellows There are three families that exist in all dimensions

the regular simplex generalizing the regular tetrahedron its

isometry group hastype An where n is the dimension the

regular hypercube generalizing the cube and its duel

generalizingthe regular octahedron The latter two are dual

to each other and their isometrygroups are oftype Bn
In addition in dim G there are three exceptionalpolytopes

One is self dual w isometry group oftype Fr the other

two are dual to each other have isometrygroup oftype
Hr
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